
FROM DELIVERY DELAYS TO LOST SALES, 
POOR LEATHER QUALITY CAN HAVE SERIOUS 
FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES 
Poor quality destroys profits. Color variations, loose grain and lower 
selection: all can dramatically reduce margins. You have a lot at 
stake, so why put your company and your customers at risk with 
inadequate quality control? At Impactiva, we focus on providing 
leather quality assurance Right from the start™. Our Leather Quality 
Assurance Program will provide complete oversight of your leather 
supply chain from approval at the tannery to its use at the factory, 
preventing customer chargebacks, cancelled orders and finished 
product lead-time disruptions. 

WHY IS IMPACTIVA DIFFERENT?

DEPENDABLE OVERSIGHT OF YOUR LEATHER 
SUPPLY CHAIN

Our highly trained leather technicians will work side-by-side with 
your tannery employees to ensure that only high quality, production-
ready leather is sent to your factories. Their consistent, rigorous 
quality control will yield significant savings, protecting your brand 
while reducing more than US$0.25 / sq. ft. of waste and errors in 
your supply chain. And with full process oversight, our technicians 
will eliminate tannery/factory disputes and the need for duplicate 
inspections. 

DETAILED UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR NEEDS AND 
LEATHER TYPES

We’ll work with you to define standards and tolerances for each 
leather type, and then ensure that your tanneries and factories 
understand these requirements before production begins for each 
season. And we won’t stop there. We’ll also quickly identify and 
remedy issues, averting costly reworks and delivery delays. The 
result: better quality with fewer claims and chargebacks.

PROVEN, COST-SAVING PROCESSES

Our proprietary leather inspection processes will ensure that 
each production lot undergoes a minimum of 20 manual tests that 
mimic laboratory tests to verify physical properties and leather 
characteristics. We then check each lot for color tolerance, 
separating them into approved shades, followed by a 100% 
inspection for grading and leather characteristics. Each lot will be 
bundled by grade and color shade and a detailed inspection report 
will be provided.  

“Impactiva’s service 
allowed us to significantly 
reduce our production lead 
times, achieve +99% of 
leather shipped meeting 
our requirements and 
improve the overall quality 
of our finished product. 
I would without a doubt 
recommend Impactiva as 
an effective, trustworthy 
and professional partner 
to anyone experiencing 
leather problems in their 
manufacturing supply 
chain”.

Beth Cross,  
President Ariat International, Inc
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More information:
info@impactiva.com 
Visit us at www.impactiva.com
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